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Schumacher, E. F., 147
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slowing growth, 26–27, 56. See also controlling growth
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smart growth, 106. See also planned growth
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full-cost accounting including, 150
gross domestic product (GDP) and genuine progress

indicator (GPI), 52, 53
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alternatives to, 25–27, 82, 94
cartoons about, 22, 37, 56
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greenbelts blocking, 121, 124
land taxes discouraging, 130–131
urban growth boundaries controlling, 124–125
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stable cities, 85–86, 152
standards for growth, 27, 116–119
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stereotypes of growing cities. See myths about growth
subsidizing growth. See also economic impacts of

growth; taxes
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eliminating subsidies by controlling growth, 107–110,

150
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infrastructure costs, 102–103, 108, 109
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costs to taxpayers, 63, 64, 65, 66
generating public benefits, 70–71
myths about, 43–44
tax waivers for, 29, 31

support for, 107
in Thurston County, Washington, 100
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tax increment financing (TIF) districts, 109
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development, 80
paying for new development, 84, 85, 86, 92–93

taxes. See also economic impacts of growth; subsidizing
growth

commercial development and, 81
deficits caused by growth costs, 14, 83
development impact fees lowering, 116
fiscal impact analysis, 42
incentives
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for developers, 63, 130–131
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waivers, 29, 31
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infrastructure impact on, 41
open spaces financed in Boulder, Colorado, 121
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types of, 40–41, 130–131, 143
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Tenleytown and Cleveland Park Emergency Committee,
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Theory of Justice, A, 58
Thoreau, Henry David, 60
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Toynbee, Arnold, 104
traffic. See transportation
Tragedy of the Commons, The, 32
transportation. See also roads

allocating costs in Boulder, Colorado, 88, 90
analyzing and estimating growth costs in Denver

area, 101–102
automobile usage, 24
calculating impacts of growth on, 93–95
cartoon about, 22
creating automobile-free zones, 150
in Denver, Colorado, 100–102, 122
threshold standards applied to, 117–118
traffic congestion in Boulder, Colorado, 122
in Washington County, Oregon, 95
in Woodburn, Oregon, 94–95

Trip Generation listing typical rates for land uses, 95
Trust for Public Land, 134–135
trusts, Community Land Trusts (CLTs), 75, 136. See also

land use

U
Udall, Stewart, 26
undeveloped land. See open spaces and undeveloped

land
unemployment. See employment
urban growth boundaries (UGBs), 121, 124–125
urban growth, defined, 21. See also topics generally in this

index
urban growth industry, 11
urban growth machine

accessories to, 34–35
controlling, 35–37
keeping out of local government, 11–12
members of, 30–32
process of success, 32–34

urban planning. See planning
Use of Land, The, 77

U. S. Constitution
giving authority to regulate growth, 110
growth ordinances not violating right to travel, 111
moratoria impending right to travel, 131

U. S. Department of Transportation, 95
U. S. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),

128–129
utilities, compact compared to sprawling development,

82

V
Vermont

Burlington, inclusionary zoning for housing, 74
land gains tax, 130

Virginia, cost of growth studies, 80

W
Wackernagel, Mathis, 24, 134
Washington, D.C.

public review process in, 126–127
speculative development creating excess office space

in, 132
Tenleytown and Cleveland Park Emergency

Committee, 127
Washington state

concurrency requirements, 123
Growth Management Act, 17, 99
King County

population statistics, 17
purchasing development rights saving taxpayer

money, 135
Redmond, cost of growth studies, 81
Thurston County, cost-of-growth analysis, 98–100

water systems
calculating impacts of growth, 96–97
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groundwater levels declining, 133

Whyte, William H., 20

Z
zoning. See land use, rezoning


